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INVESTIGATION OF FRETTING BY MICROSCOPIC

By DOCCILA.SGODKSEY

SUMMARY

An experimental investigation, wing micro8cop”c observation
and color motion photo microgmphs of the action, was conducted
to determine the cause of freti”ng. Q-k and other noncorrosive
materials, as well as metakl u’ere used as spei3imen8. A wry
timple apparatus &rated conrex sq?aces in contact with sta-
tionary jlat surfaces at frequencies of 120 qcles or les8 than 1
cycle per second, an amplitude of 0.001 inch, and a load
of 0-2 pound.

T%e observations and analysis led to the conchmions that
fretting was initiated by the loosening, due to inherent adhe~ire
forcee, of finely dirided and apparently uir~”n material, and
that its initiation k independent of tibratory motion or high
AHing speeds. The fretting of platinum, glass, quartz, ruby,
and mica relegated the role of om”dation ag a cawe to that of a
.wcondary factor. Fretting occurred to clean nonmetals and
metals readi[y, and glas~ microscope. slides and sfeel Ws
proniied an excellent method for si.sual studies.

INTRODUCTION

Fretting, defined as surface failure that may occur when
closely fitting metal surfaces experience alight rdathe

motion, damages many machine parts subject to vibration.
The phenomenon of fretting (also known as fretting corro-
sion and friction osida tion) is principally characterized by
surface stain, pit ting, and the generation of oxides, as de
scribed in detaiI in references 1 and 2. ‘l%e detwmimtion
of the cause of fretting has been the object of several research
programs. The research reported in reference 2 supports
TomIinaon’s theory of molecular attrition (reference 3) that
proposes that the cause of fretting k a physical action, or
specifically that the disintegration of the metaI surface is
due to “molecular plucking.” More recentIy, chemical
action has been reported to be of primaq importance

OBSERVATION L

(reference 4). Other investigators (for example, references
5 and 6) have advanced ekctrolytic, abrasion, vmk@,
fatigue, and %ibratiomd decay” theories to explain the
action that produces fretting. These theories are incom- ..
patibIe or divergent and more experimenta3 evidence is
needed before any one of them maybe generally accepted.

The failure of certain aircraft parts due to fretti~mhas
produced a new incentive toward solving the problem of
the prevention of the phenomenon. Antifriction bear@
subject to rotational oscillation and side-thrust tibration
experience the greatest amount of fretting, and such parts
as connecting rods, Imuclde pins, splined shafts, and chunped
and bolted flanges sufter deleterious effects (reference 1).

The research reported herein was conducted at the NACA ‘-
Lewis laboratory dur~~ 1949 to observe and to amd~ze the
action of fitting in its initial staggs in order to de&mine
its cause. Inasmuch as the Iimits of mechanical variables
such as Ioad, frequency, and ampIitude have been estabkhed
(reference 2), this investigation was lirded to microscopic
observation, debris amdysis, and surface analysis of frett.ing
areas. The nomnetdic and noncorrosive materials, glass,
quartz, ruby, and mica, and the metaI pIatinum were used
as specimens because their fretting wouId indioate whether _
the primary action was physical or chemical; in addition, _
the nomnetallic materkde eliminated the possibility of
ordinary wekling, Simplfied the debris anilysis, and in some
cases permitted microscopic observation or color motion
photomkographs of the action (reference 7). The color . ___
motion photomicrograpbs describe frett&@ more effectkely
than -wordsor black-and-white photomicrographs.

Fretting was induced by a very simple apparatus, which .
vibrated a convex (usuaHy sphericaI) surface in contact
with a flat surface at frequencies of 120 cycks or leas than 1
cycIe per second, an amplitude of 0.001 inch, and a load of
0.2 pound.
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FIGUREI.–Fretting apparatus.
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APPARATL’S, MATERIALS, AND PROCEDURE

A photograph of the apparatus is shown in figure 1. The
vibrating action of 120 cycles per second tith an amplitude
of 0.001 inch was induced by a solenoid. The specimen tith
the convex surface was firmly attached to the plunger of the
solenoid, which was horizontal. The specimen with the flat
surface w-asheld stationary at one end and loaded vertically
by a flat spring. The spring caused the flat surface to ~~ert
a Ioad of approximately 0.2 pound on the convex surface.

The apparatus couId be attached to the mechanical stage
of a microscope, dich permitted microscopic observation
of the contact area with verticaI or obIique illumination.
‘i’iith transparent flat specimens, the contact mea could
redily be Iocated because it was surrounded by concentric
interference bands (@. 2). Amplitude was measured by
not ing the distance between the extreme positions of a scratch
mark on the vibrating surface. The experiments conducted
at 120 cycles per second were divided into three groups:
(I) thepreknimqi metal against metrd, (2) the metal against
nonmetal, and r3) the nonmetal against nonmetal. A-o
generaI materiaI survey was made and the number of metals
wed was limited.

ln the metaI-againat-metaIgroup, miId steel, chrome steeI,
staicde= steel, copper, and aluminum were vibrated against
mild steel essentially to ascertain whether the apparatus
would induce fretting with satisfactory reproducibili~.
k the metid-against-nonmetal group, the fi~e metaIs plus
pIatinum were each vibrated against glass microscope
slides, mica, and Lucite and extensive observations were
made with %-inchdiameter chrome-alloy steel (ME 52100)
balk and the glass slides. Glass was used as one of the sur-

fa@s because it is rigid, noncorrosive, and transparent.
Tliese properties were desirabIe to permit observation of the
action as -weIIas to simpEfy debris amdysis. The statement
is ihade in reference 2 that glass not only produces fretting
on steeI but is it@f attacked; the abiUty of glass to pick
up metal during aI.&g is demonstrated in reference 8.
In the third group, gIass, quartz, ruby, mica, and Lucite were
vibrated against one another. AU the materials were shaped
into convex or flat pieces as required and finished to a surface
roughness of I to 3 root mean square by fine grinding and _
P&&@.

A group of experiments that are considered to be )+cycle
experiments were conducted with an adapter on the ap-
paratus, which protided for skiing the gIass microscope slide
o-ier the surface of the stationary balI at a speed of ap-
proximately 0.002 inch per second or less. The motion was
caused by hand-turning a fine screw to which the glass was
attached. The direction w-asrewrsed each 0.001 inch, and
the frequency vias comidered 1 cycIe per second or less. A
slor-motion vibration was thus simulated and the action that
occurs in ?: cycJe was observed.

All specimens were thoroughly cleaned immediately before
being mounted in the apparatus. The metal cleaning con-
sisted in degreasiug in an organic solvent follovied by scrub-
bing with surg-icaIcotton in a paste of levigated alumina, a
thorough rinse in tap water, a rinse in 95-percent alcohoI,
and drying in air. Particular effort was made to wash off
all adhering alumina. The glass, ruby, quartz, and mica
specimens were cleaned in fresh sodium dicbromat~uh-ic
acid cleaning solution followed by rinse in tap water and
distilled water and oven drying. The Lucite was wiped ,
clean with lens tissue.

The number of cycles that any pair of specimens had
experienced was determined by measuring the Iength of time _
current was supplied to the solenoid. In those cases in which
the flat specimens were not transparent, the vibration was
induced for periods of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 60, 120, 180, 300, and
600 seconds cumulatively. Mter each period, the fiat speci-
men was removed and the spots on the convex specimen and
on the flat specimen were each microscopically wuniued.
Photomicrographs were taken in some cases to aid in the
description of the action. When transparent specimens were
used, the compIete action could be vie-ivedor photographed
tith ease. The vibration could be stopped at an~ time,
howe-rerj and the contact area tiewed or photographed
at rest.

RESULTS ANT) DISCUSSION

PRELIMINARYMETALAGAINST MZTAL

In the prekainary metal-against-metal experiments, each
of the several pairs of specimens immstigated exldit ed
fretting within approximately 300 seconds and produced
the characteristic debris and wear area. The pattern of
the spot on the flat surfacewas akaya similar to the pattern
of the spot on the convex surface. These experiments
revealed that load, ampIitude, and frequency were such
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as to produce fretting quicldy and that the amount of
debris and the size of the wear spot could be reproduced
for any given pair in the same number of cycles.

The introduction of a mineral oiI flka increased the time
required to produce fretting but did not otherwise appreciably
aIter the results.

METALAGAINST NONMETAL

Photomicrographs of the contact area at wrious stages of
the fretting caused by tibrating a chrome-alloy steeI ball
tigainst a glass specimen are shown in figure 3. ViltMn
y second (30 cycles), fi-etting was etident as a smaII bIack.
irregular spot. on the baII, which steadiIy grew in size and
became discontinuous (figs. 3 (a) and 3 (b) ). A brown,
stich~ semfiuid o-tide was then generated within the con-
tact area. spread over the glass, and adhered tenaciously
to it. This oxide shares the contact area with the black
material (figs. 3 (b) to 3 (f)). A rust-coIored fine dry oxide
was also formed that was extruded from the area in increasing
quantities and accumulated just outside the rubbing area,
as evident in f3gures 3 (b) to 3 (f). Active bIack spots
shifted position as the phenomenon progressed because
of disintegration of peaks bearing the load for the moment.
Color motion photomicrographs of this action can be seen
in the aforementioned fi.

After approximately 40,000 cyck, the action stabilized to

a steady-growth condition with centinued generation of
material in the bIack spots surroundecI by brow-n semifluid
oxide and the format ion of fine powder-like oxide. The
bIack color of the acti~-eareas indicated the presence of ilnely
chided iron; this indication was further cofimed by sub-
sequent change to dark brow-n and then to r~=t brow-n. If
the vibration was stoppd, the trapped bIack materiaI could
be seen to gradualIy turn brow-n. Finely divided iron, ferrous
oxide FeO, and ferrosaferric oxide Fe30~ are bIack, whereas
ferric oxide Fe~03 and its hydrated form FelOa. HZO are
reddish. The fretting debris of steel was identitled by
electron difhct ion as Fe~O~and the color changes that
occurred suggest the progressive osidation of the iron.
Fretting is apparently initiated by the Ioosening, due to
inherent adhesive forces, of extremeIy fiely dh-ided ~d _
apparently *gin material that is extruded and reacts
with oxygen simultaneously. Em,rnination of the bail after . . .
the experiment reveaIed a flat oside+ncrusted spot
(fig.4 (a)), which on subsequent cleaning was revealed to be an
abraded flat spot (fig. 4 (b)). The sticky oxide on the glass
was removed with dit%cuky but completely with acids, and a
striated cracked area was re~ealed. The striations could not
be brought into sharp focus with the microscope, indicating
appreciable depth and irregularity (&. 5 (a)). If the action
was continued for longer periods, the glass fragmented locally
(@g. 5 (b)] and was pitted.
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FICCEZ!6.–Conciu&l. Photomkogmphs of mrmex Platinnm surfam throngh gkm #Ifde
showing wear md debrh prodneed. X 110.

The introduction of a film of pure mineraI oil between the
surfaces increased the time for the first etidence of fretting

action 50 times. This deIay also provided a slow-motion
study of the frett&~ process and showed that oxides were
produced in the same manner in the presence of oil. Once
the phenomena were well under way, the modiffi~ effect
of the oil was reduced.

Results obtained when other metaIs were -ribrated against
glass &des supported the e.xphmation of fretting deduced
from the steel-glass experiments. k one experiment,
flame-cleaned pIatinum foil supported by a steel ball was
vibrated in centact with clean gIass. The generation of a
black powder in the characteristic way was observed (fig. 6). “-
This povrder remained bIack and that which adhered to
the glass coukI be completely removed only by a 4-hour
treatment. in aqua regia. CoIor, acid resistance, electron-
ditk-action patterns, and source indicated that the material
was finely ditided platinum (platinum bIacli). Because
pIatinum will not oxidize in air at any temperature, the theory
that oxidation is a primary cause of fretting is not supported.

The action of a stairdess-steeI(WE 30705) convex surface
against the flat.glass -wassimilar to that of the chrome-alloy
steel balk except that-the number and the extent of the active
bIack areaswere greater. Copper produced a brownish-black
material that aIso adhered tenaciously to the glass. At
times, large particIes of metalhc copper could be seen to
lea~e the contact area. During the third minute of tibration,
the contact area assumed the greenish tint characteristic of
copper oxide. Both these metals were pitted and abraded
and the gIass was striated.
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under the conditions of the Z-cycle experiment, two types
of action were observed. If the surface of the ball waa
previously roughened w-M 2/0 emery paper, the glass would
polish the contact area on the ball and become smeared with
the semifluid oxide, which would again tenaciously adhere
to the glass. The amount of debris accumulated in threo
Z cycles of vibration is shown in figure 7 (a).

An increase in frictional force was apparent when the oxide
was present between the surfaces. This greater motivating
force was required to continue relative sliding because a non-
lubricating material was present between the surfaces and
tenaciously adhered to each. The oxide itself was sheared
and the two now faces thus formed became the sliding sur-
faces. If a ball with its orighd polished surface was used,
much lees oxide would be smeared, but the.movement would
cause the glass to grip the ball and as the relative sliding
continued the gIass would visibly and audibly crack. The
cracking occurred at the trailing edge of the contact area.
A photomicrograph of tho glass in the procees of forming a
second crack is shown in figure 7 (b). The row of cracks
produced in tho glass during continued sliding is shown in
figure 7 (c). The smearing of the metallic oxide onto tho
glass and the cracking of the glass are apparently due to a
great amount of adhesion permitted by the extreme cleanli-
ness of the specimens. The surface finish on the ball deter-
mines which phenomenon will occur, A rough surface sup-
ports the load on a number of peaks, the average particle of
which is relatively exposed. Sliding of the smooth glaes over
these peaks results in disintegration of the peaks and subse-
quent oxidation of the removed metal. A smooth polished
surface on the ball supports the load on a few broad undula-
t.ions,the material of which is secure. Sliding of the smooth
gIass over these contact areas results in failure of the glass
rather than the metaI. ‘Ma concept is in agreement with
reference 8, which presents data to show that the amount of

material transferredfrom base to rider increased with increase
in surface roughness if the rider was harder than the bww.
W~th the steel ball considered as the rider and the steel
harder than the glass, some incongruity may exist h this
comparison in that the glass picked up mat.eriulfrom tho
steel.

The ghss appeared to plow into tlw aluminum, scoring it,
heavily. Large metallic pieces were mixed with a grayish-
black powder. Some of the debris adhered tcnacious~yto the
glass in the characteristic manner. The powder was in-
soluble in nitric acid but soIuble in alkali, indicating that
aluminum was still present. Mica and Lucite tdwnys wore
away the metal surfaces and produced very great amounts of
flocculent debris. Observation of the action of the metals
was dif%cultbecause of the great dilution of the metal debris
by the voluminous debris from the flat specimen. This
experiment indicated that no property peculiar to g~asswas
inducing the action.

NONMETALS AGAINST NONMETALS

Tho independence of fretting from chemical notion was indi-
cated in a group of experiments involving thu nonmetallic,
nonoxidizing materials with glass vibratWI against quartz,
ruby, or mica. By vibrating a ruby with a convex surface
against a glass slide and observing t-heaction under a mic-
roscope, surface disintegration couId be seen to occur. The
gIass, after 2 to 3 seconds of rubbing, suddenly collftpscd
locdy and distributed debris about the contact tirca, Imving
a pit. This action sbfted the bearing area to the edge of tho
pit and the disintegration was centinued (fig, 8). An early
stage of disintegration with two pits formed is shown in
figure 8 (a), whereas the advanced stage of 20 or more pits
is shown in figure 8 (b). The ruby was simply furt.hcr pol-
ished, that is, the microscopic scratches were erased. Quartz
against glass acted the same as ruby against glass. ~lica

{a) Wow of gks slide ehowkig ammmt of debris tmnefen-ed from roughenti steel. (b) View c4 Ml thmngh KISSSebowhw second omokbeIrw formed JD~ on tmIIIng odco of wcs ~
eonmct. (o) View ol glass slldo showing resnk’it mw of cracks.

PIQUBE7.–Photomlcrogmphe showing effects of M o@e vibration between gk?.e and steel surface. X lm.
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against a glaas hall and Lucite against a glass ball also be-
haved simihrly. In SUcases, the debris was produced, ex-
truded. and accumulated in the same physical manner
observed with metal debris, except that no change in coIor
took place. l?retting occurred to mica in the least number
of cycles, the number required being progressively greater
for Lueite. glass, quartz, and ruby, which is also the order
of increasing hardness of the materhds. The tendency for
fretting between the various nonmetals and glass and the
amount of debris generated therefore appear to be inverseIy
proportional to the hardness of the nonmetal.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The observations made indicate that fretting can occur
between two nonmetals. The susceptibility to fretting of
rmno.xidizingmaterials such as gIass, quartz, ruby, mica, and
platinum relegates the roIe of oxidation as a cause to that of a
secondary factor and indicates that fhely divided and ap-
parently virgin material is fit produced. In the metids,
this production of - metaI is suggested by the coIor
changes through -which the metal passed as it oxidized. The
oxides are therefore considered a byproduct of the initial
action. The spentaueity of the oxidation is probabIy due
to the increased chemicaI activity of the particIes. This
increase is called mechanical acti-ration in reference 9, which
al,sostates that the increase is more than that produced by
cleanlinessor reduced particle size. The oxide formation -was
induced at extremely Iow speeds and light loads -where the
dissipation of frictional heat is sufficiently rapid to minimize
the occurrence of Iocil hot spots. The possibility of fretting
being caused by rubbing off a regenerative high-temperatuce-
forming oxide film is therefore unlikely.

The conchsion is made in reference 2 thatalternating sIip

is a necessary condition for fretting. The production of a
a=ear on the glass surface in X cycIe and the cracking of gIass

on smooth metal indicate that alternation of motion is un-
necessary to initiate fretting, although alternation does gi~e
it its usual characteristics. This idea ia supported by the

A

observation that fretting starts with the sliding or slip.
Lowering the frequency only decreases the rate at -which
fretting occurs. This relation indicates that the basic
cause of fretting is independent of frequency.

The metal transfer caused by sIic@ one metal over another -
demonstrated in references 8 and 10 was attributed to ad-
hesion. SimiIarIy, in the experiments reported herein the –
action observed, namely, removal of material, cracking, and ~
general surface destruction, was attributed to adhesion, which - “-
leads to the conclusion that fretting is a manifestation of the _-
adhesion component of friction.

RESULTS Ah’D COWLUS1ONS

An experimental investigation was conducted to determine
the cause of fretting. GIaasand other noncorrosive materials
were vibrated in contact with one another and with metals
and microscopic observation was made of the action. Convex
surfaces were vibrated in contact with stationary fiat sur-
faces at frequencies of 120 cycles or less than 1 cycle per
second, an amplitude of 0.001 inch, and a load of 0.2 pound.

The following results and conclusions were indicated:
1. Fretting is initiated by the Ioosening, due to inheren~

adhesive forces, of extremeIy finely divided and apparently
virgin materiaI that is extruded from the contact area and
reacts with oxygen si.rmdtaneously.

2. The fretting of platinum, gIass, quartz, ruby, and mica
reIegated the roIe of oxidation as a cause to that of a secondq
factor.

3. Fretting readdy occurred between clean nonmetals and
metaIs. Steel balls vibrating in contact viith glass microscope
slides provided an exc~entt method for observing frett@g.

4. The initiating of fretting is independent of vibratory
motion or high atiding speeds.

—

LEWIS lhmm PROPUHOS LABORATORY,
3TATIOXti ADVMORY Co MWITIXE FOR AEBOSamCS,

cLEvEIaD, OHIO, Aug’u8tw, 1949.
-,
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